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Design Brief
West Industrial Area
The West Industrial Area includes the lands bound by Harvey Street to the west, Hickson
Avenue to the south, Elliott Avenue and John Counter to the north, and Wellington to the
east.

The West Industrial Area shown in purple (left); West Industrial Area shown in lime
green in 3D (right)

Land Use & Built Form
Current market demand for commercial development in Kingston is relatively stagnant, and
does not justify a full redevelopment of the entire Old Industrial Area. The West Industrial
character area currently provides appropriate lands for light industrial uses. Thus, it will not be
disturbed at time when demand may not exist for further development. Moreover, the location
of the site relative to downtown Kingston should make them desirable for some industrial
operations that benefit from access to the core. Therefore, the West Industrial Area will
remain largely unchanged for the time being and continue to serve the City of Kingston’s
policy goals of having some industrial uses in the area – as per the Official Plan and Zoning
By-Law. A further evaluation may be made in the future to determine the feasibility of a
redevelopment featuring a higher density and greater mix of uses – notably, residential and
commercial. In the meantime, no residential uses are proposed for the area. Any existing
institutional uses, such as the Second Chance Education Centre, will be allowed to remain.
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By and large, the character area will be composed of the current stock of low-rise, low density
buildings, with somewhat large setbacks from the road. That being said, many properties
currently appear to be vacant; efforts should then be made to attract new businesses in the
area and take advantage of the space available for industrial uses. New buildings in the area
will be subject to the city design guidelines, including smaller front yard setbacks and
stormwater management measures.
While demolition of some buildings in the area is planned, the heritage building at the corner
of Harvey and Elliott is preserved.

Natural Environment & Open Space
The West Industrial Area does not feature any parks. However, the construction of proper
sidewalks and an east-west multi-use pathway between Wellington and Harvey will increase
the connectivity of the site, thereby improving access to other parks in the vicinity. Street
trees enhance the comfort and aesthetics of the site. Moreover, the new pathway between
Wellington and Harvey will act as a small open space.

Street Form, Function & Character
Much like the built form, street form will remain largely similar existing conditions. One
exception is the presence of a roundabout at the intersection of John Counter and Wellington;
Elliott Avenue will also feed into this roundabout, allowing continuity between Elliott and John
Counter.
To enhance the connectivity, safety, security, and attractiveness of the site, pedestrian
pathways are included. Sidewalks along Hickson, Harvey, and Elliot will enable better
pedestrian access to existing businesses. Streetscape improvements such as lighting, street
trees, and benches will enhance the pedestrian environment. Finally, a new east-west
pedestrian and cycling pathway will connect between Harvey and Wellington just north of the
Second Change building. An appropriate right-of-way will be maintained to accommodate
future conversion to a street if necessary.
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Wellington Street
The Wellington Street extension will serve as the central traffic thoroughfare of the new
development. The extension, going in a largely north-south direction, follows the shape of
where Hagerman Avenue is currently located and then takes up the space that the K&P Trail
currently occupies up to a roundabout at the north, where it connects with John Counter and
Elliott Avenue.
Wellington Street character area in yellow (left); Wellington Street character area in red
in 3D (right)

Land Use & Built Form
Buildings along Wellington Street will form a “main street” feel; they will be located close to
the street and constructed at a human scale that will foster street-level activity. These
buildings will be between two to three stories in height. The option exists for taller buildings to
be constructed along Wellington Street, but current building heights should be somewhat
restricted due to market realities. The building landscape will be continuous, but some spaces
between buildings will be reserved for active transportation pathways, laneways to rear yard
parking lots, and/or intersections. Another measure that will lead to a greater sense of
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positive enclosure along Wellington is the installation of canopies on buildings; these will also
keep pedestrians dry in instances of inclement weather.
Commercial uses (retail and services) will be located on the ground floor of buildings to
create a vibrant streetscape. In particular, the building at the northwest corner of the
intersection of Wellington and the extended Cassidy Street is an ideal location for the
construction of a central supermarket. Meanwhile, residential uses, with perhaps some offices
and service-based commercial uses, will be located on the upper floors.

Natural Environment & Open Space
The Wellington Street character area does not feature major park areas. However, two multiuse pathways connecting to Wellington will act as small linear public green spaces.
Numerous street trees will enhance the pedestrian environment along the street. Lastly,
connections are provided to nearby parks and recreational spaces. For instance, a baseball
field is located at the corner of Wellington and Hickson, and a multi-use pathway connects
Wellington directly to the new linear park

3D model of a pathway that acts as a small, linear public greenspace and connects
Wellington Street to the large park.
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Street Form, Function & Character
The key consideration in designing the Wellington corridor was finding a balance between
traffic movement and fostering a walkable, pedestrian and cyclist friendly environment. With
this in mind, Wellington has limited access points to facilitate traffic movement. The street is
designed to be four lanes where the outside lanes become on-street parking during off-peak
hours. In addition to its capacity as a vehicular thoroughfare, Wellington Street also features
enhanced pedestrian and cycling connectivity. Wide sidewalks are included on each side
enabling easy pedestrian access to new mixed-use buildings. Cycle tracks are included at
sidewalk level to improve cycling safety. The cycle tracks and sidewalks are buffered by a
boulevard with street trees, furniture, and lighting for an inviting environment.
Moreover, additional pedestrian connections are provided in the form of pathways and
alleyways between buildings. Two of these pathways could conceivably be converted into
roadways: Cassidy Street west of Wellington would connect to Harvey Street; and a street
just to the north of Cassidy would connect to the eastern side of Wellington.
To ensure the viability of commercial businesses along Wellington, we recognize the
necessity of including more parking spots in addition to the on-street parking. Small parking
lots will therefore be located in the rear yards. This will permit ease of use for motorists
without compromising the aesthetics of the street itself.
Regarding public transit, it is anticipated that a bus route may eventually run along Wellington
Street. In this case, bus stops can easily be accommodate by removing some of the on-street
parking.

Perspective drawing of the Wellington Street character area.
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John Counter Boulevard
John Counter consists of higher intensity residential land use. This higher density residential
adds another element of diversity to the site.
The conceptual plan for the John Counter area is shown below.

The John Counter area is shown in turquoise in the top map and in yellow on the 3D
model at the bottom.

Land Use & Built Form
This area consists of two distinct sections: east of Maple Street, and west of Maple Street. To
the east, existing high-rise apartment buildings are preserved to maintain neighbourhood
character and to limit displacement. To the west of Maple, six new mid-rise apartment
buildings are proposed. These new buildings will be 6 storeys – the maximum for low-cost
wood frame constructions, and a significant cut-off point in fostering streetscape vibrancy
(Gehl, 2013). Each building consists of about 70 units, greatly increasing density in the area.
Buildings will be designed with at-grade entrances to maximize street presence.
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Street Form, Function & Character
The John Counter corridor is currently high-traffic and automobile-dominant. Due to the
anticipated construction of the Wellington Street extension and the third crossing, this
segment is expected to carry increased traffic. The design plan accommodates the
anticipated higher volume of traffic by widening the street from two to four travel lanes.
It was also important, however, to provide streetscape improvements to enhance walkability
and foster a pedestrian friendly environment. New apartment buildings will face the street
with a 5m setback. This will help to frame the street, enhancing safety by providing eyes on
the street and improving aesthetic value. Street trees and lighting will provide additional
aesthetic and safety enhancements.
Pedestrian connectivity between existing apartment buildings and the inner residential area is
improved. Fences between properties will be removed, opening up the current playground
area into a larger park. This park will extend down to Cassidy and connect with the linear
park. By better integrating this area with the rest of the site, social exclusion of the older area
is diminished.
The Conceptual plan for the park and pedestrian connections of the northeastern portion of
the site are shown below.
Pedestrian connections and
parks in the northeast
corner, looking north.
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Inner Residential Area

This character area forms the heart of the new community. It is bounded by the lots fronting
onto the busier roads of the site, including Montreal to the east, Wellington to the west, and
John Counter to the north. The southern portion ends at a new linear park.
The conceptual plan for the Inner Residential Area is shown below.

The Inner Residential Area is shown in green in the top map and in teal on the 3D
model at the bottom.

Land Use & Built Form
Residential and park are the only land uses in the area. Residential in the area is diverse in
both its type and tenure. Single family detached housing is the most prevalent with 64 units, 7
of them existing. Lot widths for these houses is comparable to those in other parts of
Kingston near downtown. The area also includes numerous new stacked townhouses; 22
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new buildings will house 200 units, of which 44 are allotted to be affordable units. This
matches the goal of 17% affordable housing in the development. Townhouses are generally
located at the periphery of the inner community, while the single family residential are at the
core. The townhouses act as a transition between single family dwellings and more intensive
uses on busier streets. Townhouses are the dominant housing type fronting onto the park.
This allows more people to gain benefit from park views and access, creating a healthier
community. Additionally, the park generates more demand along its edges, allowing for
greater densities to be sustained and a higher land value to be captured. One block fronting
on the park is designed for single family housing to preserve existing houses. Existing single
family housing on the west side of Maple Street just south of John Counter will be preserved.
Finally, the existing 4-storey apartment building on Cassidy will be preserved to limit
displacement.

Street Form, Function & Character
The aim is for this neighbourhood is for it to be very walkable and vibrant. The that end, a
new grid street pattern with some elements of a fused grid pattern are proposed. Street
blocks are about 90 meters, which is considered within the optimum range to promote
walkability (McNally, 2010). Pedestrian-only connections from dead end streets and the linear
park complete the fused grid.
All new residential streets use the suggested local street profile as described in the Kingston
design guidelines; roads are 7m wide and will have generous 3m wide sidewalks. These
streets are designed to slow traffic speed using curb extensions at intersections and on-street
parking (one side). Appropriate street furniture, lighting, and street trees will contribute to a
safer, inviting pedestrian experience. Buildings are set back 5m from the sidewalk, allowing
for front porches and the creation of a soft edge. A soft edge is a space in between the
private space of a home and the public space of the sidewalk and street which facilitates
interactions between the two environments. An example of this is people sitting on their porch
and talking to neighbours as they walk by, enabling a more close-knit and socially cohesive
neighbourhood.
A unique feature of this design is the parking strategy for single family houses. Shared
driveways are used with parking at the back of the house taking up a portion of the yard. It is
design feature that you see in some of the older neighbourhoods in Kingston. This allows
fewer driveways connecting to the street, improving safety and walkability. It also puts the
garage at the back of the house, which allows for a soft edge at the front. Compared to a
parking design which includes a rear lane, this design has less impervious surface, reducing
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stormwater runoff and allowing for bigger lots. Additionally, it maintains the front of the house
as the primary entrance point, enhancing street vibrancy.

Natural Environment & Open Space
The conceptual plan for the linear park is shown here.

Linear park shown looking westward from Montreal Street. The marsh appears in beige,
while the wooden naturalized area is seen at the top right corner of the park. Social seating
areas are shown in the foreground at the connection of the park path to Montreal.
The plan creates parks that are multi-functional, usable, and safe. Local roads frame the park
to promote accessibility and safety; open views of the park allow visibility. The park includes
naturalized areas, recreational features, and places for socialization. The naturalized area
incorporates an existing marshy area at the low point of the site which is retained to serve as
a stormwater retention pond. A clustering of trees adjacent to the K&P trail is maintained as a
naturalized wooded area. Social spaces are included at significant park entrances and
pathway intersections. Finally, a large portion of the park opens out on to Montreal Street,
showcasing the space and providing improved connectivity.
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Montreal Street & Train Station
The Montreal Street & Train Station character area forms the eastern portion of the site. It is
bounded by the Inner community character area to the west, Bell Park to the east, by John
Counter Boulevard to the North, and the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 560 to the south.
The conceptual plan for this area is shown in the figures below.

The Montreal Street & Train Station Character area is show in blue (left)
Montreal Street in 3D (right)

Land Use & Built Form
The land use is predominantly residential with neighbourhood commercial and institutional
interspersed. The commercial strip development at the corner of John Counter and Montreal
is replaced with a new mixed commercial residential building. All existing tenants from the
commercial strip, including the bingo hall, will be accommodated in the new building. A new
row of stacked townhouses, similar to those in the inner residential area, are planned just to
the south. The heritage building at the corner of Montreal and Cassidy will be maintained.
Single family homes on the east side of Montreal will be maintained to preserve
neighbourhood character and minimize displacement of existing residents.
A new residential street is planned to connect to Montreal midblock between Hickson and
Cassidy, near the train station. Mixed-use buildings are proposed for the southwestern portion
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of the intersection, fronting on Montreal. These buildings will accommodate some of the
social services displaced in other parts of the development while also providing space for
new services.
A new mixed-use commercial and residential building is proposed for the northwest corner of
Montreal and Hickson. Montreal will also gain significant frontage on to the new linear park.
This will enhance views of the park and create greater access from Montreal.
Finally, the vision for this character area incorporates the heritage CN train station as a new
community hub. The building will be restored to highlight its heritage value, and retrofitted to
accommodate a new commercial use; we envision a café or micro-brewery to promote
community entrepreneurship. This endeavour will capitalize on park views and the heritage
value of the site. It will also create a new community hub where residents can gather to
socialize. As previously noted, the Cheshire Cat Pub in Carp, Ontario is a great precedent.
The first image shows the train station ruin as it stands today, while the one on the right
shows the massing of the design vision.

Ruins of the former CN Railway station (left), and massing of train station and a
potential addition as seen from the park (right).

Natural Environment & Open Space
The natural environment is to be enhanced along Montreal Street through extensive planting
of street trees. While there are no dedicated naturalized areas, Montreal Street will enhance
pedestrian and cyclist connectivity to the linear park and other green spaces around the site.
Notably, a continuous pedestrian path is proposed to connect from Bell Park across Montreal
to the linear park, continuing through to Wellington Street.
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Street Form, Function & Character
The street form along Montreal will remain largely similar to what already exists. However,
streetscape improvements are proposed to enhance the pedestrian environment and
contribute to neighbourhood character. These improvements include: widened sidewalks
(2m), street trees, unique street lighting, benches, and pedestrian crosswalks.
The street will maintain its existing two travel lanes. An additional lane will be introduced to
provide on-street parking. Due to the construction of Wellington Street, it is expected that
Montreal will become a calmer street with less traffic. To further emphasize the residential
character, additional traffic calming measures will be implemented. For example, travel lanes
will be a minimum width to reduce speed, and speed humps and bump-outs will be used at
preferred pedestrian crossing locations. Building setbacks will be the same as those
described in the inner residential area, providing for more eyes on the street.

Hickson Avenue
This character area forms the southern portion of the site. It is bounded by Wellington Street
to the west, Montreal Street to the east, by the park to the north, and by the Royal Canadian
Legion Branch 560 to the south.
The Conceptual plan for this area is shown below.
The Hickson Avenue
character area can be
seen in red (left). Hickson
Avenue in 3D (right).

Land Use & Built Form
Proposed land uses in this area include residential and some recreational space. Housing is
lower density that in other areas of the site; all of the existing single-family homes will be
preserved, and some new single-family housing is proposed to replace light industrial
buildings. This will maintain the existing character of the area and contribute to a more
friendly neighbourhood feel. Running parallel to Hickson, a new street is proposed for one
block north. The north side of this street connects to the new linear park. On the south side,
new 3-4 storey townhouses are proposed to take advantage of the park frontage. This also
allows for a subtle increase in density while providing a mix of housing types and tenure
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options. Modified zoning will permit small-scale home-based business in this area; for
example, a bakery, deli, or hair salon. Finally, the Legion hall will be maintained for its
community value.

Natural Environment & Open Space
An existing baseball diamond behind the Legion hall was a focus of the recreational space in
this character area. The diamond is an opportunity to draw traffic from outside the
neighbourhood and support local businesses. It also plays an important role in fostering a
sense of place; it is a gathering space for children and adults alike to socialize and engage in
activity. The diamond will be revitalized to serve as a high quality amateur baseball facility,
including new fencing, dugouts, and stands. A good precedent is Sullivan Park in the City of
Thorold, Ontario.

Sullivan Park in the City of Thorold, Ontario

Street Form, Function & Character
Much of the existing street network will be maintained, however there are two major
additions. First, Red Pine Way runs roughly parallel to Hickson and provides frontage on to
the new linear park and the historic train station. As previously mentioned, this street will be
lined on one side with stacked townhouses to increase density and capitalize on park views.
Second, McKenna Avenue will be extend to connect with Montreal at Bell Park Drive. This
allows for better connectivity and a more efficient use of residential land.
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The design plan also creates a safe, inviting pedestrian environment. Residential streets are
limited to two narrow travel lanes; an additional parking lane will be added to help keep traffic
slow. New buildings will have short setbacks of only five meters, which includes space for
front porches. This will foster a human scale and ensure more eyes on the street. It will also
create a soft edge wherein the transition from public to private realm is smooth. Streetscape
enhancements will include wide sidewalks and street trees to create an inviting and
aesthetically plea
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Regulatory Changes
Official Plan
The City of Kingston Official Plan indicates that the majority of the study site is designated as
“General Industrial”. In addition, there are minimal amounts of land designated as
“Residential” and “Institutional” near the intersection of John Counter Boulevard and Montreal
Street.
To accommodate the proposed changes in the master urban design plan, the official plan will
need to be amended to incorporate a more flexible and diverse set of land uses designations.
The majority of land to the east of Wellington Street is currently designated as “General
Industrial”, and should be altered to allow “Residential” or “Mixed Use” land uses. Lands
along the new Wellington Street corridor should be designated as “Mixed Use” or
“Commercial” as a means of establishing a traditional main street. Lands west of the new
Wellington Street corridor shall remain “General Industrial” for the time being as a means of
preserving affordable lands for local industrial businesses. Included amongst the “Residential”
and “Mixed Use” lands will be provisions for affordable housing, which the City of Kingston
has prioritized in their official plan. Finally, the design plan calls for the acquisition of the
abandoned rail pathways for public uses including roads (Wellington Street) and a park,
which is consistent with the official plan.

Zoning By-law
It is important to note that the existing official plan and zoning by-law were written at different
times and therefore have some minor inconsistencies. Residential areas should be
designated as “B1” meaning that they can have up to 69 dwelling units per hectare in lodging
structures such as apartments, row houses and stacked townhomes. Lands along the
Wellington Street corridor should be zoned “C1” which permits commercial properties while
also allowing residential units within the commercial structure. West of Wellington Street
should be zoned “M6” to allow for light industrial uses, which are of the same character of the
existing conditions.

Brownfield Community Improvement Plan
A brownfield community improvement levy provides tax assistance and grants for an
environmentally contaminated site within designated areas of the city. These sites are often
strategically located in core areas of the city that are well-suited for redevelopment based on
factors such as access to existing infrastructure, proximity to water, and proximity to
transportation networks. The Old Industrial Area is identified as a Community Improvement
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Project Area (Appendix B). By implementing the brownfield CIP, the City of Kingston intends
to recoup the upfront costs required for grants or tax breaks by increasing the municipal tax
base through the redevelopment of brownfield sites. An overarching objective of the program
is to revitalize areas of the core with abandoned or brownfield sites.
The City of Kingston is embarking on a new secondary plan for the “North King’s Town” area,
which encompasses the study site and will support the revitalization and redevelopment of
the area (Appendix B). Currently a community visioning exercise is being undertaken as a
very preliminary step in establishing a secondary plan for the area.
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SUMMARY
Throughout this redevelopment proposal, various methods have been used to develop our
preferred option. The overarching vision corresponded to creating social, economic and
environmental prosperity, all whilst creating a new vibrant community. This includes the
consideration of the third crossing and Wellington Street extension – therefore fostering a
proposal that supports intensification of the area to accommodate these impending changes
on the Old Industrial Area. The plan has been designed to become a ‘gateway’ to downtown
Kingston - that is a live, work, play area that does not mimic the intensity of downtown
Kingston, but that still fosters a ‘main street feeling’ within the constrains of the site. This is
achieved through the application of a mix of housing types [geared to different incomes],
commercial spaces , attractive streetscapes and re-development of heritage site.
This plan is feasible as it supports the revitalization of the town’s old urban core and respects
the character of the area. Firstly, by respecting the diversity of land uses present in the area,
the plan relates to this need and creates newer and more appealing uses. Second, the main
policies were considered in the design for Wellington St and others. Furthermore [we] ensure
feasibility through the understanding of the demographic nature of the area - with this
knowledge, [we] set out to create a mix of housing and social services available to the area.
Finally, the retainment of the K&P trail and the creation of bike lanes and the linear park
establish good ecological and recreation planning ideals in the area.
In the city of Kingston’s context, the suggested plan coincides with the area’s character and
thus makes it a feasible plan. Through careful consideration of Kingston’s best practices as
well as the general planning and building trends in the city, we set out to create a plan that
compliments the rest of the city. This includes the maintenance of social services in the area,
the use of the location as a gateway to downtown, the use of sustainable development and
adapting to new city infrastructure.

Maintenance of Social Services
- Due to the underlying demographics of the area and the city’s north end, the area needs
to accommodate for both these residents and the ones coming from the third crossing.
- This plan promotes the maintenance of services and the creation of a sense of
community.
- The plan looks to de-stigmatize the area
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Use of location as gateway
- The location itself should not compete with downtown Kingston.
- The chosen land uses reflect the notion of gateway – it is less dense but still created a
‘main street feeling’ and opportunities for residential use.
- We operate on the idea that our vision will provide a nice corridor from the highway to
downtown.

Adapting to City Infrastructure
- This plan helps people from the north end and Pittsburgh township get better access
to amenities following the construction of the 3rd crossing.
- Increase connectivity to the city
The plan was developed through a variety of methodologies aimed at using the space in the
most strategic and economically diverse fashion. Through site analysis, precedents, options
considered, policy review, cross-sections and comparisons, the best recommendations for
the site plan have been created. This site plan is the most enriching plan for the area, as it
would set guidelines to accommodate and welcome future growth in Kingston’s North End all
while preserving the unique character and history of the area. Furthermore, this approach
was used as it favoured the retainment of residential lots and the re-development of
brownfield. Within the options considered, the creation of a cafe within the heritage site is an
example of this retainment/re-development approach.
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POSTSCRIPT
Reflection on City of Kingston Design Guidelines
The City of Kingston’s Design Guidelines for Communities was important to the development
of this urban design plan. Throughout the planning process, numerous guideline
recommendations were reviewed and evaluated to determine their appropriateness in the
context of the design plan. Design guidelines were also compared to the ten key principles of
urban design identified by von Hausen.
The master design plan drew heavily from the design guidelines for parkland and street
design. Our local street cross-sections and streetscape features were drawn directly from the
document. In planning the parks, recommendations to create multi-functional areas,
greenway connections, and to showcase parks from busy roads were implemented.
In some instances the design plan did not adhere to the design guidelines. Notably, block
length has a recommended minimum of 200 meters and a maximum of 250 meters in the
guidelines. Instead the design plan recommends 90 meters, which is considered to be in the
optimum range for walkability (McNally, 2010). This also matches closely to the block length
in downtown Kingston.
Overall, the Kingston Design Guidelines for Communities were a useful resource in the
development of the master urban design plan. Several key design elements were drawn
directly from the guidelines. However, some other design elements were deemed
inappropriate for the site, and alternative solutions were proposed.

Lessons Learned
In developing a design plan for the Old Industrial Area, the creation of social, economic, and
environmental prosperity were key objectives. With these in mind, the design team has
learned several lessons that can better inform future design work.

Lesson 1: Demand for industrial lands in proximity to downtown
The Old Industrial Area is made up primarily of light industrial land uses or vacant lands. It is
important to maintain some light industrial space in close proximity to downtown to house
service industries such as trades, auto repair, small warehousing, and others. Accessibility
via arterial roads and highways is a key factor affecting the viability of these types of land
uses. There is a notion that industrial land uses aren’t ‘sexy’, however they remain a critical
component of a comprehensive land use framework. Moreover, mixing light industrial uses
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with other land uses, such as residential, can be challenging. Planners and designers should
look for innovative ways to mix these land uses in a complimentary manner.

Lesson 2: Market analysis informs development feasibility
Conducting a thorough market analysis is critical component to identifying the correct scale
for a development to achieve profitability, and in identifying the realistic needs of a
community. While market analysis is a standard practice for any development, due to
constrained resources the design team was unable to assemble a thorough analysis. Given
additional time, access to information, and personnel resources, the a complete market
analysis would have greatly informed the design plan feasibility.

Lesson 3: Study large sites at both a broad and narrow scale
While any site should be studied at a variety of scales, it is particularly important to subdivide
large sites into smaller character areas. These character areas may be similar due to existing
environmental, socio-cultural, built form, or other features. They may also be divided
according to the plan vision wherein an area is best suited for a particular design feature.
While each character area may be addresses in more detail, they must each fit into the
broader site and regional context. Appropriate connections between character areas and
across the site must be established to ensure it acts as a cohesive development.

Lesson 4: Land remediation is expensive
When remediation is required, development profitability can suffer. Remediation incurs a
large up-front cost that can be prohibitive to development potential. As a result, taller and
more intensive land uses are often necessary to maintain an appropriate level of
development profitability. Our proposed design plan includes single family homes and
townhouses, which may not be feasible given the high cost of remediation.

Lesson 5: Intermediate land uses
In many cases where brownfield sites planned for remediation, poor or stagnant market
conditions may affect the financial feasibility of full redevelopment. As discussed above, the
cost of remediation can be prohibitive. One approach to manage this issue is through the
development of big box format commercial, such as Wal-Mart, Costco, or others. The
development of these types of uses on brownfield sites is subject to less stringent regulations
regarding remediation, and development profitability is still feasible. This type of development
could be a feasible interim use, lasting a period of about 10 years. The remainder of the site
is secured for future development, and the land can be slowly remediated over time using
natural remediation techniques.
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Idea Gallery
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Regulatory Maps
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